HINDI DIWAS CELEBRATED AT SHAIKH PU COLLEGE OF SCIENCE,
COMMERCE & ARTS

Shaikh PU College of Science, Commerce & Arts celebrated Hindi Diwas
at the college premises recently. The function was organized to create
awareness among the students about the importance of Hindi language with a
Guest Lecture and variety of programmes. The chief guest for the function was
Smt. Manisha Nadagoudar, Lecturer, Jatti College, Belgavi.
After inaugurating the event by lighting the traditional lamp, chief guest
Smt. Manish Nadagoudar addressed the gathering. During her speech, she said
that “Hindi connect all the people from different states and creates oneness
among the people”. Addressing the gathering she said that Hindi is the second
most widely spoken language in the world. She highlighted on the history of
Hindi language, the dialect upon which standard Hindi language is based. She
said that Indian constitution in the year 1950 declared Hindi as an official
language of Government of India. She further recalled the critical role played by
Hindi during the period of freedom struggle and as a link language for the
widest reach of programmes in the post-independence period.
She also made a fervent appeal for increased use of Hindi language and
encouraged students to speak in Hindi language and gain proficiency in at

least one Indian language in addition to one’s mother tongue. The event was
then followed with speeches from students on Hindi diwas.
Mr. Ramesh Godse, Principal, Shaikh PU College addressing the
gathering gave an insight and importance o Hindi language in our daily life and
urged everyone to feel proud of our National Language. Language and culture
of any country plays an important role in making people-to connect with the
people & helps in making a strong nation, he added.
The event was anchored by Ms. Noorjahan and Ms. Ashna. The event
concluded with vote of thanks proposed by Bibi Jainab Pathan. The event as
coordinated by Mrs. Shradha Sunkadmath.

